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7he use of design speed as a primary The Texas Department of Trans- response rate for a survey of this type
.factor in selecting a roadway's hori- portation (TxDOT) sponsored a study' indicates a high level of interest in the

zontal and vertical alignments was initi- to document concerns and difficulties topic.
ated in the United States in the 1930s. about the relationship between design, Although anticipated operating
Since that time, highway design criteria operating and posted speeds, and to speeds and/or posted speeds are fre-
were developed to suggest appropriate identify methods being used to address quently considered when selecting
horizontal curve radii, superelevation these concerns. Several recent studies design speed. they are not the most fre-
rates and vertical curve elements for examined the relationship between quently considered factors according to
new roadways, based on the selection design speed and operating speed on the respondents to the mail-out survey
of design speed. rural, two-lane highways. The collec- (see Figure 1). Factors including urban

The practice of basing posted speed tion of data on suburban roadways in vs. rural, functional class and the
limits on statistical analysis of individ- this study added to the body of knowl- department's design criteria are consid-
ual vehicular speeds observed at a spot edge. The four objectives developed to ered more often than anticipated oper-
on the roadway was initiated at about achieve the study's goals were: ating speed. More than 75 percent of
the same time. This procedure has been. Identify current state and national the respondents agreed with the com-
followed since the 19308, and the engi- concerns, including liability concerns. ment that anticipated operating speed
neering profession has accepted it as an .Identify methods being used to should be considered when selecting
effective and reasonable procedure. An address the concerns. the design speed of a roadway.
assumption basic to the procedure is .Recommend guidelines for establish- As expected, the most common fac-
that motorists can decide the appropri- ing design and posted speeds. tor considered in setting speed limits on
ate speed at which to travel, and the. Determine the relationship between an existing road is the 85th percentile
85th percentile speed is assumed as a design and operating speed on subur- speed (see Figure 2). Other factors fre-
reasonable speed for use as the posted ban highways using data collected at quently considered included accident
speed limit. selected sites. experience. roadside development and

Because of differences in design and Three data-collection techniques state-mandated maximum speed limit.
operations criteria, there are locations were used during the TxDOT study: Approximately 36 percent of respon-
where the posted speed limit based on mail-out surveys, personal interviews dents consider design speed. When the
an 85th percentile speed exceeds the and field studies. facility is new, approximately half of
roadway's design speed. This situation the state respondents indicated that
is a result of the fact that criteria used Ma ".1-0 t S design speed is used as the initial speed.. h.gh d ., , if , u urveys .In I way eslgn Incorporate a sIgn 1- The speed is modIfied after the facility
cant factor of safety. Consequently, it is Mail-out surveys were distributed to is in operation, using the 85th per-
not surprising that motorists feel com- each TxDOT district and state DOT, centile operating speed determined
fortable traveling at speeds greater and 130 cities and counties across the from field measurements.
than the roadway's design speed during nation. Separate design- and opera- Almost every respondent to the sur-
good weather conditions; however, tions-oriented surveys were sent to the vey indicated that a ball bank indicator
when posted speed exceeds design districts and states. Of the 282 surveys is used to set advisory speeds on hori-
speed, exposure to tort liability, distributed, 168 were returned for a zontal curves, Several respondents indi-
whether or not legitimate, is a concern. final return rate of 58 percent. The high cated that they would adjust their pro-
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cedure to reflect approach conditions
to a curve, such as the case of a hori- An .. ed Operat. S dbclpat Ing pee
zontal curve that follows a long tan-
gent. For example. one state uses larger Anticipated Posted Speed Limit

signs with flashing beacons when a hor- Commercial Development
izontal curve follows a long tangent sec- Construction Costs
tion. While many respondents C See.rass- bon
expressed concern with the ball bank
indicator, no suggestions or recommen- Curb and Gutter

dations for an improved advisory speed Depl Design Criteria
selection process were provided. Design Vehicle

Several agencies acknowledged that E . tall I. t.nvlronmen mp lca Ions
they have or have had sites on which
operating speeds exceed the design Functional Class

speed of the facility. The most frequent Legal speed Limit
action taken was to install advance Site Topography
warning signs. Few respondents stated Urban R I ~. vs. ura --Ign
that they reduce the posted speed limit --
to match the design speed. 0 20 40 60 80 100

Few respondents had experience Response RaIe (%)

with lawsuits involving a posted speed D . ....Ci ,Coun State DOT TxDOTlimit that exceeded the desIgn speed of ty ty

a roadway. Of the six lawsuits identi-
fied, three involved advisory speed Figure 1. Factors considered when selecting a design speed
issues rather than design speed issues.
The arguments for one of the three
remaining lawsuits focused on consis-
tency of policy for the entire jurisdic- improper because speeds greater than and that such cases do not necessarily
tion. the design speed can be safely negoti- create hazardous situations. Most of

Although few lawsuits involving the ated on many sections of highway when the engineers recognized that even
posted speed/design speed issue have "conditions are favorable." In later though no history of legal problems has
occurred (according to this survey), lia- questions, most of the respondents indi- been associated with the definitions of
bility concerns still exist. Several cated that speed limits based on 85th speed and their relation to each other,
respondents indicated their concern percentile speeds are justified even in these definitions leave room for possi-
with current definitions and proce- cases where they exceed design speed, ble tort litigation in the future.

dures. For example, one city engineer
indicated that they are reevaluating
how they determine design speed and r '-r--
addressing how to explain this concept 85th Percentile

to the public and in court, if necessary. Accident Experience

Follow-Up Interviews City Ordinance

.Design SpeedResearchers conducted Interviews
with two Federal Highway Administra- Parking/Pedestrian Activity
tion (FHW A) engineers, six members Public Attitude
of the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials Roadside Development
(AASHTO) Task Force on Geometric R ad G etry0 way com

Design, and 13 traffic engineers from
ten states. The initial question regarded Safe Speed for Curves

the current AASHTO definition for State Mand. Max. Speed Limit
design speed: "the maximum safe speed
that can be maintained over a specified Traffic Volume -:.+=--=r-::-::+:::-L--L

section of highway when conditions are 0 20 40 60 80 100
so favorable that the design features of Response Rate (%)
the highway govern."2

Nearly all of those interviewed ; --1 City/county. State DOT .TxOOT
agreed that the AASHTO definition of .-

design speed was inaccurate. The term
"maximum safe speed" was considered Figure 2, Factors considered in determining posted speeds for existing facilities
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The engineers stated that roadways exists between curve radius and 85th areas. Using approach density in the
are designed with factors of safety that percentile speed (see Figure 4). This horizontal curve regression analysis
typically allows drivers to exceed the result also agrees with previous resulted in a slightly better regression
design speed without creating a haz- research on horizontal curves in rural model than using curve radius alone.
ardous condition. They also believe
that drivers can be expected to adapt to
changing roadway conditions and travel
at lower speeds when weather or visi- 125"
bi]ity conditions are less than desirable. -.
While no questions were answered ]20 ' '...::.:'-=--~-_::~~~:":'~ "--"-'---

. f h ..d Approach Density (approadlCs/km)unarumously,mosto t oselntervlewe ]15 agreed on these basic principles.

1'""'110 '-'-'.-"' . (I ~)w .M (e~i7)um X Hi8h j
~ ,,- (11-12) :

I-= 105 :-"--,,,~---:.~ ,Field Studies ~.
Field studies were conducted on ~ 100 ---' V8S-~-;'-74:91-+22.29/AD'---".-.'---!'_..'-'.;_.".~-.

suburban highways with horizontal and 0 95 Z--_'- ---)-: :
.I .hl'f dd' '3 r .0.71vertlca curves Wit owmerre eslgn 8. 90 : speed. (Inferred design speed is the ~

design speed calculated using current ::g 85 : policy and known variables such asver- ~ 80 ~ ~ ~ ~

I~~~ ~;:;:sl:~~~hc;I~:ct~~a~~:)i~=;V~~~ ~ 75 " ~---~ ' X---:i:-- ..
ual vehicles at both a control and a co 70 , ..

curve section at 14 horizontal curve
sites and nine vertical curve sites. 65 :
Curve radius for the horizontal curves 60 --II -+-- I I I --'--+ r. -t :
and inferred design speed (based on 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
available sight distance) for the vertical Approach Density (approaches/km)
curves along with approach density
were the variables examined to deter- Figure 3. 85th percentile speed vs. approach density on approaches to horizontal
mine their effects on the 85th percentile curves

speed on the control and curve sec-
tions. (Approach density is the number
of driveways and intersections within
the site converted to an approach per

125 kilometer rate.) :

The scatter plots of 85th percentile 120 --.E~h~~(;pP;:;;'~) speed vs. approach density indicate that 115 85th percentile speeds on the tangent '""' .Low .Medium X High 'c

approach to horizontal curves are simi- ~ 110 --.(1-4) (5.7) (11-12) ---,~ c ~\.,--
.5 .lar for both medium (5 to 7 ~105 ::-: ;"'... '

approaches/km) and high (1~ to 12 ~
approaches/km) approach density lev- u 100 , , '._0 '.-
els (see Figure 3). Similarly, on the §

95 , approaches to vertical curve sites. 85th '3'

percentile free-flow speeds were not ~ 90 C'-'-"--'--. affected by approach density in the :E 85 range of 5 to 12 approaches/km. 5

Figure 3 shows, however. that 85th per- t 80 centile speeds were much higher on ~ 75 tangents with fewer than 3 ~

approaches/km. 70 ,.' " "I -.'"~:;.
R . I . d o d h r -0.72egressIon ana yses In Icate t at ,

65 "' '--"..'"
curve radius for horizontal curves and ..'
inferred design speed (based on avail- 60 + .-i I 1-- I I
able sight distance) for vertical curves 0 100 200 300 400 500. 600 700 800 900 1000
are good predictors of the 85th per- Curve Radius (m)
centile speed on curves. For horizontal ..t 'I. I t. h.Figure 4. 85th percentile speed on horizontal curves vs. curve radiuscurve Sl es. a curvI rnear re a Ions IP
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Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 85th per-
centile speed for the 14 horizontal curve 12S
sections and the nine crest vertical curve 120
sections vs. their corresponding inferred
design speed. The heavy diagonal line lIS
represents those points where the 85th .§' 110
percentile speed on the curve would .e
equal the design speed of the curve. The ';{ 10S

85th percentile speeds on horizontal 8 100
curves (see Figure 5) were less than the 6 9S
inferred design speeds for all curves with 1
design speeds greater than 70 krn/h and CI) 90
greater than the inferred design speeds :S 8S
for most curves with design speeds less ~
than 70 km/h. The difference between ~ 80

the 85th percentile speed and the ~ 7S
inferred design speed on the crest curves ~
was greatest for the lower design speeds 70

and slightly less for the higher design 6S
speeds (see Figure 6); however. the dif- 60
ference at the higher design speeds is still 60 6S 70 7S 80 85 90 95 100 10S 110 lIS 120 12S
rather large (almost 20 km/h). Inferred Design Speed (km/h)

Previous research documented the
point at which the operating speed is .

I I h . f d Figure 5. 85th percentile speeds on horIZontal curves vs. Inferred design speed
approximate y equa to t e In erre

design speed for two-lane roads." This. '.
study also found that point for the hori- tlon of design speed ( t~e m~xlmum safe the 85t~ percent.ll~ speed. Po~tlng a
zontal and vertical curves studied. Subur- speed that can be maintained over a roadway s speed limit based on It.~ 85th
ban horizontal curve drivers operate at specified section of highway whe~ condi- per~ntile s,peed.is consid~red g~od and
speeds above inferred design speed for tlons are so favorable that the design fea- typical engIneerIng practice. This prac-
curves with design speeds of 70 krn/h or ~u~es of t.he highway g~~ern':). Alt~ough ~ice remain.s valid e~en where the
less, while on rural, two-lane roadways. It IS obvIous that the ~axlmu~. safe Infer~ed design speed.ls.less than ~he
drivers operate above inferred design speed c~n be excee~ed WIthout dlfficuJty re~uJtmg posted speed IIm.lt. .In such Sltu-
speed for curves with design speeds of on vertical and ho~l.zontal curves w~e.n atlons, ~he posted s~ed limit would not
100 km/h or less. These points approxi- g?O? weather co~dltlons are present. It .IS be con~lder.ed exc~sslve or unsafe. ..
mate 85th percentile speeds observed on difficult to conv,mce t~e general public 3. A~bltranl~ settIng lower spee.d limits
nearby control sections (81 krn/h for sub- that a road:-vay s design speed can be at p~mt locatlo~s du~ to a lower I.nferred
urban highways and 100 km/h for rural exceeded with safety. If the AASHTO design speed IS neither effective nor
highways). Similar results were found for definition for design speed were changed good engineering practice.
the vertical curve sites. The point where to reflect its actual meaning,li~bility con- 4. If a section of roadway has (or is
85th percentile speed becomes less than cerns may be reduced substantially. expected to have) a posted speed greater
inferred design speed is 105 km/h on Based on the findings from the sur- than the roadway.s inferred design speed
rural highways and W krn/h on suburban veys and interviews and the research and a safety concern exists at that loca-
highways, whereas the observed 85th team's knowledge and experience. the tion, appropriate warning or informa-
percentile speeds on nearby control sec- following guidelines were developed tional signs should be installed to warn
tions were 98 km/h on rural highwavs and during this study. or inform drivers of the condition.
78 km/h on suburban highways.. 1. Speed limits on all roadways should Inferred design speeds slightly less than

be set by an engineer based on spot the posted speed limit do not present an
..speed studies and the 85th percentile unsafe operating condition because of

GuidelineS operating speed. Legal minimum and the conservative assumptions made in

The survey and interview results indi- maximum speeds should establish the establishing design stopping sight dis-
cated that DOT officials are concerned boundaries of the posted speed limits. If tances. It is important to remember that
with posting speed limits greater than an existing roadway.s posted speed limit any sign is a roadside object and that it
the roadway.s actual or inferred design is to be raised. the engineer should should be installed only when its need is
speed: however, only a few of the examine the roadway's roadside features clearly demonstrated.
respondents actually experienced a law- to determine if modifications are neces- 5. New or reconstructed roadways (and
suit relevant to the design speed/posted sary to maintain roadside safety. roadway sections) should be designed
speed issue. The respondents indicated 2. The 85th percentile speed is consid- to accommodate operating speeds con-
that the primary concern associated with ered the appropriate posted speed limit sistent with the roadway's highest antic-
the posted speed vs. design speed issue even for those sections of roadway that ipated posted speed limit based on its
rests with the current AASHTO defini- have an inferred design speed less than initial or ultimate function.
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